
 

 

Chapter 804 

In fact, there is nothing difficult about hot dishes, just pour the dishes into the pot and fry them casually. 

Add more water when appropriate, or add more salt when it feels weak. As long as you don’t fry, 

nothing will be a problem. Just like make-up, it looks good in any way you paint with the foundation. As 

long as the hot dishes are delicious, they won’t change the taste if you heat them up. 

The three dishes were heated up quickly, and Yin Luo’s favorite red bean porridge was also heated in a 

special pot for cooking porridge. 

The two of them were sitting opposite each other. Yi Yan picked up a small cabbage and put it in Yin 

Luo’s bowl, and said proudly, “Try my hot dishes.” 

Yin Luo looked at a cabbage leaf in his bowl. He was happy just after heating the vegetable. He felt as if 

he had done something amazing. If he learned how to cook, he wouldn’t be able to shake the sky? She 

has learned how to cook and is so humble, he should really learn from him. 

But also, he is a big president with such a high IQ, he should only focus on work, like the kind of ancient 

official lady with ten fingers that do not touch the sun. As for other things, if the job is done well, and if 

you have money, what can’t be done? So he can only feel proud when he cooks the food now. 

Yin Luo picked up the chopsticks and picked up the cabbage leaf just now and put it in his mouth. Tasty 

is delicious, but she believes that all of this is Zhang’s credit and has nothing to do with him, and the 

facts are. 

How about it? It’s okay? Yi Yan asked as he couldn’t wait to pick up a dish for himself and taste it. 

Well, it’s really okay. It’s good for someone who has never touched a spatula without destroying the 

taste of Zhang Ma’s previous cooking. For Yin Luo, how many of his first times did he show? Especially… 

the very important first time in your life. 

Yin Luo slowly chewed the leaves, like a professional taster. She nodded approvingly, smiling with 

enjoyment. 

Yi Yan looked at Yin Luo anxiously. He could eat it himself, but he didn’t know how Luo Luo was eating. 

However, it should be good to see her happy expression just now, but she was eating slowly as if she 

was tasting tea. 

After Yin Luo swallowed the vegetables in her stomach, she gave a thumbs up and smiled and said, 

“Well, yes, the dishes cooked by Zhang’s mother are delicious, even if you are so ruined by you, they are 

still delicious.” 

Originally thought Yin Luo would praise him, after all, he hadn’t even heated the food, and it would be 

good enough not to fry the food, but he didn’t expect… 

Then next time I will cook it for you myself, you have to comment fairly. Yi Yan is not reconciled. He 

thinks it shouldn’t be too difficult to cook. With his smart mind, he will surely be able to crush Yin Luo. 



Yin Luo didn’t expect that he would promise to cook for her. He was a patronizing, superior, and wealthy 

president. He even cooked for her and transformed into a little man from the family. 

Well, she admitted that she was thinking too much. It’s good enough for the little man from the Gu 

family to be able to get his own promises. After all, he is a president who lacks everything. Cooking and 

other things may be just a whim, just talk about it. 

Okay, let’s talk about it when the time comes. Yin Luo nodded, coping, no longer expecting Yi Yan to 

cook in person. Knowing that he was still not her at that time, or whether they had parted ways, or had 

become enemies.  

Everything is unknown. 

What happens to them depends entirely on him. As long as he doesn’t threaten Yin, then she doesn’t 

mind living with him sometimes quietly and sometimes noisily. Yin is the thing she cares about most, so 

she absolutely does not allow anyone to covet it, or even take it away, no one can do it. 

Then you just wait. Yi Yan already secretly thought that she would go to Zhang’s mother to learn cooking 

in the future, and she must give Yin Luo a surprise in the future and let her know how good his man is, 

and so is her man. I can cook a good meal, and I am willing to learn everything for her. 

She is his woman, so naturally she can only be proud of her man. 

It’s just… Yi Yan laughed at herself, but why did she still be ambiguous with her predecessor Qingqing? 

He is so kind to her, is there any point that is inferior to her predecessor? Besides, her predecessor had 

done something sorry for her. 

Maybe love is like this, there is no reason to explain it at all. Just like when he first saw her when he was 

a child, she was so touching, she was a full-fledged beauty when she was young. Her large and flexible 

eyes were watery and tender. At that time, her eyelashes were still very soft, but they were dense and 

long. The bridge of her nose is very straight, just like a Western beauty. 

When he first saw her, he felt that she was the shining moon that all the stars would support, he felt 

that he and her would be inseparable from now on, and that she was the only one who could illuminate 

his life. 

Therefore, in order to get her, he and her grandfather arranged everything on the day of her 

engagement. If Yin Luo is so strong, he will definitely not marry Lu Shuchen again. And then he just 

appeared… 

It is a pity that he is too confident, thinking she will definitely fall in love with him. 

Because love has no reason and cannot be expressed in words, so no matter how nice he treats her, and 

no matter how much he treats her, no matter how he tries to please her, she will never forget her ex, 

right? 

Why? Are you upset that you promised to cook for me? Yin Luo looked at Yi Yan and was quite happy at 

first, but then his whole face became gloomy and asked while eating the vegetables. 

Yi Yan glared at Yin Luo, and said bitterly, “You haven’t done it yet.” 



If she only cares about him, and doesn’t get involved with other men and ambiguous, can he worry 

about her so much? A woman like Yin Luo marries home and becomes his wife. He has to worry about 

whether she will run away with other wild men one day. Can he not worry about it? Can he not get 

angry when he thinks of her pulling and tugging with other men? 

Did I provoke you again? Yin Luo asked in a rather innocent tone. Then she remembered that she 

deliberately shut down the elevator today and asked him to climb the building for so long. It was not 

because of this reason. It was a while since that incident. Is he so vengeful? Besides, she did it entirely 

because of him. 

If he appeared directly downstairs at the time, or how nice the door of her office was, then she would be 

able to see him as soon as she opened the curtains or opened the door, so romantic. But he just wanted 

to lie to her, and the people who lied to her should not think about it. She was right, and she firmly 

denied it, saying nothing was useless.  

You’re talking about the elevator? Who told you to lie to me first, that’s what you deserve. 

If it’s really an external matter, it doesn’t matter if you keep a little sweat and get tired, these are 

nothing. But she just wanted to put a green hat on him. Can this be tolerated? He dislikes green very 

much. 

I mean the matter the other day, you and Lu Shuchen. Yi Yan almost gritted his teeth. After all, it is the 

woman she likes. Which man can stand it? Especially the possessive man like Yi Yan. 

Me and Lu Shuchen? Yin Luo didn’t know why Yi Yan mentioned Lu Shuchen suddenly. Then he 

remembered that it was the phone call someone called her today, saying that Yi Yan saw her on the way 

that day. The family met Lu Shuchen’s photos together. However, the photos she wanted to take should 

be quite misleading. After all, that day, he forced to hug her for a while, and the two might inadvertently 

have some seemingly intimate actions. 

After learning about this this morning, knowing that she was sorry for Xiaotian, she wanted to explain to 

Yi Yan, but unfortunately, she saw Gu Xiaoer’s confession to him, and Gu Xiaoer said that Yi Yan did not 

marry her because she liked it. Yi Yan didn’t express his views either, so it should be a presupposition. 

She was really angry at the time, but after thinking about it, she knew that he was using her, but now 

there is only one more reason to prove it, and there is nothing at all. 

Her heart is now estimated to be strong enough to withstand 10,000 critical strikes. 

Originally he went to mess with the flowers by himself, and she wouldn’t bother. There is no need to 

explain her matter to him, but this matter still involves Xiaotian, she really doesn’t want Xiaotian to carry 

the pot for herself, even though she didn’t seem to have done anything wrong. 

Don’t say that she and Lu Shuchen really have nothing, even if they have something, it doesn’t seem to 

be his business. Why can he listen to Gu Xiao’er’s confession with peace of mind, why he accidentally 

seduce Yin Hui and give Yin Hui a chance to disgust her again. 

Well, even if I don’t want to explain this matter in my heart, and I don’t want to be soft with Yi Yanfu 

because of this matter, but it can’t hurt others, and Xiaotian is also a very good big boy. His future 



prospects are limitless, and she can’t delay him and become a stumbling block to his future 

development. 

The punishment he received for her should naturally be solved by her, and he should not be wronged 

for her reasons. Besides, he was also thinking of her at the beginning. 

If I say that Lu Shuchen and I don’t have anything you believe? Yin Luo looked at Yi Yan sincerely, 

knowing that even if he said that he believed it, he still doubted it in his heart. Men are like this, bluffing 

all day long, doubting this and that. In fact, the reason that the boy and the friend caused this is because 

the other party didn’t trust each other enough. 

Just like she and Yi Yan, no one wants to trust each other first. There are two possible reasons for 

unwilling to believe. One is that I care too much, so I am too afraid of losing, and do not want any third 

party to appear to affect the relationship. Another is not loving at all, just having the identity of a 

husband and wife, with the shackles of marriage, only caring about face. 

Yin Luo thought, they shouldn’t be the first type, at least Yi Yan is not to himself. The reason why he 

cares about other men next to her, only cares about his own face, and he is afraid that his private 

meeting with Lu Shuchen will affect him.  

 


